REPORT 926
SOUND-LEVEL MEASUREMENTS OF A LIGHT AIRPLANE MODIFIED
TO REDUCE NOISE REACHING THE GROUND
By A.. ~.

SUMMARY

An army li&on4ype airplane, representative of personal
airplanes in h 150 to IWOhorsepower As, h.m been modijled
to reduce propeller and en~”ne noise according to known
lminciple8 of air~lane-noi8e reduction. Noi8e-lerei mea8urementa demonstrate thut, m“th,reference to an ob8erwr on the
ground, a noiey airplane of thti claw can be made quiet—
perhaps more quiet than necessary. In order to amid extreme
and unneceway modij%&ion8, acceptable notie lerele must be
determined.
INTRODUCTION
An important factor in the probkm

of increasing the
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class. This airplane, shown in figure 1,has a wing span of
34 feet, an over-all length of 24 feet, and a normal gross
weight of 2,100pounds.
Specifications of the components relating to the noise
probIem are as folIows:
Engine: Horizontally opposed, six-cylinder, direct-cMve,
air-cooIed; rated 185 horsepower at 2,550 rpm.
Exhaust system: Collector stacks for each bank of cylinders
exhausting independently beIow the engine coding, as shown
in f&ure 2.
Propeller: Two-blade, 85-inch diameter, fixed-pitch;
laminated wood.

i utiLityof the personal airplane is the provision of more con-

venient access to airports. For this reason it is deeirable
that airports be close to centers of population. Strong
objections to the noise of airplanes are, however, serioudy
hindering the proper development and location of airports.
A solution to the problem of airplane-noise reduction is
therefore necessary to the healthy growth of personal and
commercial aviation.
The lSationaI Advisory Committee for Aeronautics first
began to investigate airplane noise in about 1930. Emphasis
was pIaced almost entireIy on the study of propeller noise.
Since that time a theory for predicting propeller noise has
been developed and a number of papers which aid in the
design of quiet propelIem for personaI airplanes have been
issued. These, and other papers relating to the noise
problem, are listed m references 1 to 10. Increased
emphasis has recently been pIaced on this work because
of the ~anding persamd-airplane market.
In addition to the theoretical and ground test work, a
typical light airplane has been modified for flight tests to
determine the applicability of the published data. This
modified, or quiet., airplane was first flown and demonstrated
at the Sixteenth AnRuaI Inspection at the LangIey Laboratory in May 1947. Since that time, this airpIane has been
tested and the test results compared with those for the
unmodified airplane. The results of these tests, showing the
sound-pressure levels of both airplanes as measured from the
ground, are presented in this report.
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DESCRIPTION OF UNMODIFIED AIRPLANE
h army Iiaison-type airplane was chosen as being repr+
sentative of personal airplanes in the 150 to 200 horsepower

FIOmE2.-Eshmst system of umnodthi M airplme.
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Because acceptable airplane-noise leveIs have not yet been
determined, a Ievel of 65 decibels at 300 feet wm assumed to
be a satisfactory objective. This value was therefore
sekcted as the design goal for tho propeller and ruufiier.
Since little can be done at the present time to reduce the
aerodynamic noise of the airframe, it was hoped that this
noiso Ievel would be Iess than 65 decibels.
Propeller,-According to reference 8, a number of propellers of various diameters, numbers of blades, and operating
speeds would, theoretically, meet the design vahm of. 65
decibek, A five-bIade configuration -was chosen, however,
because a hub suitablo for this type happened to be available.
The diameter was increased to 96 inches from the originaI
85 inches in order to take advantage of the available ground
clearance and, m a result, the best take-off performance.
Figure 3, which wasinterpolated from the data of reference 8,
shows the theoretical loudness level of the test configuration at various propeIIer speeds. The totaI loudness level as
shown is the sum of the vortex-noise Ievel (due to the shedding
of vortices) and the Gutin or rotational-noise leveI (due to the
steady aerodynamic forces on the blades). This iigure
indicatw that the assumed 65decibel-Ioudness-level re@rement should easiIy be met by operation at a propeller rotational speed of approximately 1,00Q rpm, which should
produce a loudness leveI of about 57 decibels.
The aerodynamic design of the propeller was based on the
charts of reference 7 and conventional theory to give optimum
efficiency under the following conditions:
Numberof bIadm..-—---.—-—--------=---------------Diameter, huh-------_---=
--_—-=--_--=-_-----_
—------=
Rotational speed, rp~n. --------—--.
----=-. ------_
--:----Airepeed, miles per hour- .--—.. _------- —---_
—---Brake hori+spower------- -.-..—.
-.-- —---..----------

,-

5
96
1, 000
– HO
185

The available five-blade hub originally designed for model
blades had very small blade sockete, and stress analysis
showed that wooden shanks to fit this hub would have an
insufficient margin of safety. Consequently, fiettd blade
roots were machined to fit this hub and to ffare out into the
blade about 6 inches from the base. The wooden blades
were glued to these stubs by the Cycleweld process. The
usua.I metal leading edge and tip protective strip were
omitted and )ia-inch sheet rubber was substituted. Figure 4
shows a typical blade with these details.
The use of Cyclemld for blade retention and rubber sheet
for protection is rather unusuaI, These novel methods
could be used only because of the low blade stresses and Iow
rotational speeds of the quiet propeIIer, They are mentioned only to illustrate to a smaII extent how certain of the
characteristics of the quiet propeIIer may be used to advantage in fabrication.
The five-bIade propeller, as teated, was very heavy, but
only because the hub was designed for wind-tunnel work and
no consideration had been given to weight. Actually the
wooden blades each weigh only 6 pounds and it is estimat.ecl
that, if a complete wooden propeller had been built, the total
weight would have been less than 50 pounds as compared
with approximately 25 pounda for the conventional twoblade propeIIer.
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Engine,-For a valid comparison of Iouclncss Icvds an
engine developing as much brake horsepower as W standard 1
engine and geared to turn the propeller at 1,000 rpm was
required. It was found that an availablo engine, with a
rating of 210 horsepower at 3,000 rpm and geared 1.56 to 1.(I
could be modified to provide a gear ratio of 2.79 LO 1.0.
Operation of this engine a~ 2,790 rpm in or&r to obtain We
desired propeller speed was originally expcctcd to produce
approximately 185 horsepower. Later informa[ ion indicated, however, that actually about 200 horsepower was
developed.
It is interesting to not~ that no weight penaIty need resulL
from the uso of gearing since, Imscd on maximum ratings,
the geared engine develops 0.515 horacpowcr pcr pound
as compared with 0.505 horsepower per pound for the dircct.drive engine.
The installation of this engine required only slight alterutione to the airplane. The originaI provisions for cooling
the standard engine were marginal; and bccausc of tho experimental nature of the geared engine, tho cooliug was
improved by installation of a small oil-radiator scoop and
small cowl flaps. Figure 5, a photograph of the fintdmodified
airplane; “shows these details.
Exhaust system,—The available literature on muffler dcaign was_studied and found w be rather inaclcquatc. The
&al design was evoIved from application of the princip]cs
given in reference 9 and by application of the trial-and-error
method to the test setup shown in figure 6. Engine power
was absorbed by the electric motor run as a generator and
cooling air was provided by the blower.
Before the special high-gear-ratio engine bccamo avaiIaMc,
it was the intention to use a standard geared cuginc at low
engine speed. For this reaxm, the muflier was actually
developed to provide attenuation of the first-crdcr firing
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frequency of an engine running at about 1,600 rpm. Site,
with the acoustical-flIter-t.ype muflier, the chamber size is
an inverse function of the design frequency, the mtier is
larger than necessary for the bigh+peed engine, and the same
amount of noise reduction might have been obtained -with a
smaIIer mfler designed for the higher frequency. Details
of the exhaust system are show-nin @ures 7 and 8.
This mufller work was done by the staff of the Langley
FuU4cale-TunneI Section.

system, modlfkl test akplane+

MEASUREMENTS

Ml sound measurements were made with the General Radio
Company sound leveI meter, modeI 759-A. This titrument
has three clitlerentscaks to be used for measuring sounds at
three general intensity levels. The frequency response of
each scale approximates the response of the ear when subjected to sounds of the proper sound-pressure level. In
this manner, the sound-pressure Ievels measured by the
instrument are made roughly equivalent to the loudness le-reIs
as experienced by the ear.
For these tests, however, it was convenient to make all
measurements on the “C,” or flat-response, scale. Although
the use of this scale may lead to Mferenc- of a few decibels
between the sound-pressure IeveI and the loudness led under
certain conditions, it appea~ justified for these tests. MOS6
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of the measurements of the standard airplane were made at
a leveI high enough to require the use of the “C” scale. me
noise from the modified airplane was relatively free of low
frequencies, and because it is the low--frequency response
of the ear that is the primary reason for differences between
sound-pressure and loudness levels, me=uremente of the
sound from the modified airplane are fio t materially affected
by changes in the instrument low-frequency response.
As a consequence, the terms noise Ievel, sound-pressure
level, and loudness level (although used properly in each
instance) may all be interpreted as loudness Ievels.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Sound-pressure-level measurements were taken of both
the unmodified and the modified airplanes while on the
ground and while passing overhead at various aItitudes.
Results of ground tests,—The results of the ground tests
are given in flgum 9. These measurements were made at a
distance of 50 feet from the center of the propeIIer. The
engine speeds covered range from essentially idling speed to
full-throttle speed. Except for a variation of about 5
decibels, with a minimum apparently between 60° and 90°,
the scmnd-Ievel pattern about both fiirpIanes may be considered uniform.
At the highest engine speeds testecl, the sound-press~e
level of the unmodified airplane is about 22 decibeIs higher
than that of the modified airplane. In terms of distance,
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according to refcrence 5, if an acceptable level of 65 dccibcls
is assumed, the unmodified airplane must be located at lcrrs~
2,OOOfeet from the. nearest residence duriug warm up and
start of take-off. Tho motlfied airplane, however, nccch
to be leas than 200 feet awuy.
ResuIts of flight tests,—Sound-levcI mcnsurcments of tho
airplanes in flight at an altitucle of 300 feet arc pmscnlud in
figure 10. The maximum sound-level meter rwulings were
taken as the airpkmes passed directly overhead. All thu
runs of figure 10 were made with power for lCVC1fligh~ m-cr
the speed range from near tho SW to maximum. This
figure shows clearIy the amount of noise reduction tlmt has
been accomplished and that the assumed desirable lCVCIof
65 decibeLshas, for practi~al purposw, becu realized.
The variation of sound-prassure level with tdtitudc for thu
two airplanea operating at maximum speed is shown in
figure 11. This figure indicates the in.rgeincrease iu altitudo
required before the sound-pressure Icvcl of the umnodificd
airpIan~becomes as low as that of the modified nirplano
(for emunpIe, 1,600 ft compared with 200 ft).
Tests were made of the modified airplane in flight with
throttle closed (power off) to ewduatc tho amount of twist
generated by the airframe alone. Propeller speeds in this
condition vnwe sufficiently low so tha~ proprllw noise dicl
not affect the sound-prewure-lcwcl mwumremcnts. The
measured vahms, corrected to 300 feet altitude, arc given in
figure 10~ From these data it is cstimatwl that the soumlpressure level would be approximately 62.6 dccibcls at the
mmtium spe.edof about 130 miles per hour. According to
figure 3j-therefore, the noiso of the rtirpIancitself is about
5 decibels higher than tho theoretical value of tho noise
produced by the propeller. While the vaIucs given in rc.ference 8 are given with a probable accuracy of A 10 dccit.xh
(due to uncertainty as to the vortwc-noiso lCVCU,indications
are that the propeIIer configuration chosen was moro effective than necessary for the test airpkmo bccauso of tho
relatively high aerodynamic-noise Icvd.
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!l?est-stud measurements,-Measurements
on the test
stand were also made of the noise-le~el output of the engine
and muffler system without propeIIer. At the design operating
speed of 2,790 rprn and full power the unmuilled engine
produced 89 decibeLs at 300 feet. With the mtier, this
value was reduced to 67 decibds, vvbich is the same as that
measured for the complete airplane in flight. This fact
seemed to indicate that the dominant sound remaining with
the modMed airplane is due to insuflic.ientmuflhng. HoTvever, when the unmuflled engine wus driven at rated speed
by an electric motor, a e.ound-presure level of 72 decibels
w-m produced at’ 300 feet. This noise ~evel, which is due to
valves, gears, intake, pumping, and so forth, is actually
5 decibeLshigher than the noise level of the mntlled engine
at fuII power. Insufllcient measurements were made to d~
terroine definitely the relative leveIs of the exhaust noise and
the engine clatter, but from the character of the sound it
appeared that clatter predominated. It is suggested, ther+
fore, that if further reductions in power-phmt noise level are
desired the probability that the engine compartment should
be soundproofed must be considered.
The measurements that have been discussed are summarized for convenience in table I.
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the level for the comp~ete unmodified airplane. This fact
indicates that, although the propeller-noise theory for static
conditions seems to be satisfactory, the theory for propellers
in flight seems to yie~d rather conser~ative values for those
cases, at Ieast.,in which rotational noise predominates. Also,
since the sound-pressure level of the complete modified airplane was 2 decibels lower than the possible maximum level
for the five-blade propeIIer, the uncertainty regard~ the
~ortex-noise level (+10 db) can perhaps be slightly reduced.
Finally, the Wdecibel differencebetvieen the sound-pressure
IeveLs of the two airplanes as shown in table I represents
a reduction in suund energy of 99 percent and can be, according to reference 10,likened to a reduction from a noise
aIightIy louder than “very heavy street tra.flit” to a noise
quieter than an “average automobile.”
Performance,-$iice
the primary concern has been with
the noise problem, little attention has been given to the
reIative performance of the two airpkmee. It appears sdicient to show the ceJcuIated efficiencies of the two propellers” “”
at top speed and take-off speed when driven by engines of
the same rated power output. Also given, to show the effect
on performance of a change in propeller diameter, are the
ctdcu-lated efficiencies of an 85-inch, five-blade propeIIer.
These values, calculated by use of reference 7, are presented
in table II. TABLE

CALCULATED

PROPELLER

H

CHARACTERISTICS
FroP&

COn&nratfOn

(rpm)

Brake
bpower

EMW
(pementj ~gt

Vefoefty, 65mph
Two-blade pmpeffer SSin. dfamater)Ffwbhde pmpelfer 0S4n.dfsmeter\l?l~e-bfndepmmlfer L h dfameterj.

ZE31
~

;g
146

90
97
SI

6a4
0S.6
us
I

%kxIty, 130mph
Two-blade prepelfer (SMrL diameter .
IWe-blade prapeller ~in. dlsmeter]Ff ve-blsde prapdler S5fn dkoeter -

%550
~~

g

$!

;:

TABLE I
SOUND-PRE88U’RE

LEVELS OF AIRPLANE8
COMPONENTS

AND AIRPLANE

Afrpbme component

Eormd~dLUJ
W ft. db

CorqJeta unmodb%dairpfene, frdl tkrottfe,l% mpb . . . . ..Tw
I@? prapeller (cafcrdeted), Ed hp
Er@ne withoutmuffierand pW=#fdEr’zz!:
Engfne wftbont mnmer au moWer, driren by’~ efeelrfe
——
E%%W%l%%i--aTti-iPelk
frdl thmltk;
Ff%%&mGG-lGJ-ihec4etja fkadnea9
IeveIeormrtedto
eonndaxeasnreler ), lS5 h , 10X rpm 120mph-. ..-.-...
Air&eme(PJwer@T
eondftio , 1S0mph... -.--.—
completQ modMed afrplaw, fall throttk, HI mph-----------

SL:
a. o
*O
=,
~

60&o
~o

The caklated
sound-pressure leveI for the two-blade
propelIer has ako been included in table L It should be
noted that this calculated vahe is about 8 decibels higher than

Inspection of tabIe II leads to the foIIowing conclusions:
(a) & far as top speed is concerned there is practically no
difference between the three propellers. The large five-blade
propeIIer should produce speeda about I to 2 miles per hour
faster, and the smalI fiveblade propeller, about 1 to 2 rnik
per hour elower than the two-blade propeller.
(3) The smaUfive-blade propeller produces appro.tite.ly
90 percent of the thrust horsepower of the two-blade propeller at take-ofl. This smaller power output, which is the
normal expectation with fixed-pitch, slow-turning, multibIade propellers, resihs in reduced take-off and climb
performance.
(c) By increasing the diamet= of the five-blade propeller
to 96 inches, the fihrust horsepow- at take-if is increased
over that of the two-bIade propeller. This fact emphasizes
the importance of large diameter.
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Pilots report that performance of the modified airplane
equals or exceeds th~performance of the unmodified airplane.
A1t.bough some of the superiority may be explained by the
higher propeller efficiency, most of it is bclieved to be due
to the higher power output of the geared engine. (See section entitIed KEngine.”)
CONCLUDING REMARKS
It has been demonstrated that a conventional airplane,
representative of personal airplanes in the 150 to 200 horsepower olass, may be made quiet by application of known
prlnc.iplesof sound reduction...
It is possible that the airplane as demonstrated was rn&e
quiet than necessary. The determination of acceptable
noise levels is an important phase of future research relating
to airplane noise.
LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICALLABORATORY,
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LANGLEY FIELD, VA.,

February 1,%,1948.
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